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**Abstract:** Detection and tracking of moving objects is an important topic of research in the field of video surveillance. Most of the existing video surveillance cameras are stationary and the tracking algorithms are developed for the same. In recent times, the applications are not confined to stationary cameras. There is a lot of technological improvement in surveillance videos and there is a high requirement of tracking a moving object in non stationary cameras. A new calibration procedure for effectively tracking moving objects in non stationary cameras is presented in this paper. The procedure is adapted to Gaussian Mixture Model and Mean Shift Algorithms. Results show that the calibration procedure presented in this paper is best suited for all tracking algorithms.

**Index Terms:** Non stationary surveillance videos, GMM, MSA.

---

**I. Introduction**

Tracking of moving objects in a sight is surely a significant subject matter in the field of computer vision. It is one of the fundamental steps in so many video-based systems. For instance, applications such as intelligent surveillance systems, robot visions and human computer interface (HCI), [1] require detection and tracking of moving objects. Numerous techniques have been proposed and are verified to be victorious for detection of moving objects in case of nonmoving cameras [2,3], but in case of pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) or mobile cameras the existing methods do not work well because of many factors that take place when using moving cameras. Several methods have been proposed for tracking of moving object. When applied to moving cameras, the motion compensation procedure for the algorithm involves more number of computations comparative to the total number of samples employed for a pixel. This may be time-consuming for the method in significant amounts unless there is some sort of hardware support. Apart from the computations involved, when modeling the scene, it is also important that the model considers not only the errors and noises that arise in stationary cameras, but also the errors that arise when compensating for the motion of the camera. This is a serious reason that we cannot simply just adopt background subtraction algorithms for nonmoving cameras with simple motion compensation algorithms. Algorithms based on moving camera background modeling usually focus on constructing accurate model for every pixel. But for moving case, we cannot assure that the model used to estimate a pixel is in fact related to that pixel. Even the smallest amount of erroneousness in motion compensation could result in building the technique use wrong algorithms for few pixels. To account for such motion compensation errors, small nearby neighborhoods are considered [4]. However, considering neighborhoods increases the necessary computation, slowing down the whole algorithm. In order to take in to consideration the motion compensation errors, the nearby neighborhood pixels in small amounts are considered. But, considering these pixels increases the computations and as a result shows down the whole algorithm. Our model which is based on background subtraction is intended in a way that reduces the computational requirements and demonstrates accurate tracking of path in moving cameras. The pseudo path can be eliminated by using this method. The proposed algorithm gives an accurate trajectory of the object of interest in the case of moving camera. The algorithm assumes that the motion of the camera is either horizontal or vertical and the motion is linear. Section II gives the related work in this area. Section III describes the Gaussian Mixture Model. Section IV explains the Mean Shift Algorithm. Experimental results and conclusions are given in Section V and VI.

**II. Related Work**

Roughly all existing methods for static suspicious object detection and tracking are meant for finding suspicious objects by means of a static camera in a public place, e.g., metro station, commercial center or airport hall. C. Stauffer et.al anticipated surveillance tracking system to detect suspicious objects automatically and draw the attention of operator to those events [5]. It involves two major parts: A cluster-based object tracking system that recognizes suspicious objects using the unsolved image parts and a Bayesian multi-person detector.
that elucidates as much of the scene as possible. If a probable suspicious object is identified, the operator is notified, and the method presents the operator the suitable key frames for inferring the scene. D. Harihara Santosh et al., proposed cluster analysis [6] for suspicious object detection. First, the short and long-term backgrounds are separately constructed. After that, based on the two background models, two foreground models are acquired. The suspicious object can be noticed by four hypotheses based on background-subtraction and the projection of the center of mass of each object on the ground is marked [7]. The tracker recognizes object segmentations and eligible them for chance of a “drop-off” event. The nonmoving object detector running in parallel with the tracker quickly identifies probable stationary foreground objects by watching for pixel regions that consistently deviate from the background for a set duration of time. The nonmoving object tracker running in line with the detector identifies quickly the most probable nonmoving foreground objects by monitoring for cluster regions that repeatedly for set duration of time deviate from the background. Using location information, the suspicious objects are linked within the views of multiple cameras and a time-weighted voting scheme among the camera views is used to tell the final notice and eliminate the view dependencies effects. Chris Stauffer et al. recommend adapting parallel approach [8]. The primary step is to track objects in the view using a trans-dimensional MCMC tracking model apt for general cluster tracking tasks. The tracker adapts a single view camera and it won’t discriminate between luggage and people. By analyzing the response of the tracking system in a tracking an detection process, the lasting problem of identifying whether a suitcase is left unattended is solved. All the above mentioned techniques use the nonmoving camera mounted in few open places, where stationary background is used. For some application scenarios however, to keep monitor on is too huge to use nonmoving cameras. Therefore, it is essential to employ moving camera to search these places. We use in this paper a camera mounted on a moving platform to perfectly track the object. The tracking results of the moving camera of both the existing and proposed techniques are compared.

III. Object Detection Using Gaussian Mixture Model

There is a parametric model of probability density function for object detection. That model is coined as Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). This model is represented in following way:

GMM is equal to the weighted summation of the so called Gaussian component densities.

This Gaussian Mixture Model can be used as background model. To get the anticipated outcomes pixels of frame are removed from necessary video [9]. This background subtraction includes different issues that implicit emerging am algorithm that used in recognizing the object. Moreover, it could be capable in responding to different alterations like moving and halt of motion objects and illumination.

A. Background Subtraction

Background subtraction is relied on below mentioned four critical steps:

1) Preprocessing

Temporal or spatial smoothing will be applicable at early stages of preprocessing to eradicate noise in the device. This noise could be an issue under the various intensities of light. Smoothing technique involves deleting different elements of environment such as rain and snow. In real time systems, to minimize the data rates for processing, frame rate and frame size are generally used. The important factor while preprocessing the technique that can be used for data format using background subtraction model. Various algorithms are there to process intensity of luminance that is single valued scalar per every pixel.

The below two figures shown among which left one shows snow and on right side shows spatial and temporal smoothing application. This outcomes removal of snow in more effective way to get clear image.

![Figure 1](image-url): Image on the left shows snowing and image on the right is a resultant of smoothing effect
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2) Background Modeling
Using video frame this step computes background model. The important motto of this emergence of background model is to withstand the alterations in environment in background. However, it is complicate to recognize the motion objects.

3) Foreground Detection
This step recognizes the frame pixels. This foreground detection will differentiate video frame and background model. General way for foreground detection will verify that pixel is distinguished from background.

4) Data Validation
Ultimately, the final step eradicates the pixels which are not used in image.
It includes enlighten of process for foreground mask which is relied on data that is actually extracted from background model.
There are efficient key points where it lags. These are mentioned below:
1. Disregarding any correlation among adjacent pixels.
2. The rate of amendment may not be compatible with the motion velocity of the so called foreground object.
3. Pixels which are Non-stationary, from casting shadow or moving leavers by motion objects that actually violates from the true one.

B. Algorithm of Gaussian Mixture Model:
To get well aware of algorithm that applied at background subtraction, below steps are studied.
Foremost thing to be done is to distinguish every input pixel for mean 'µ' for components. If pixel value nearer to mean of selected component, that particular component is taken as compatible component. To be a compatible component, the difference of pixel and mean obtained should be less. This is matched with standard deviation with scaling factor of D. Secondly, Gaussian weight, mean and standard deviation (variance) are updated to replicate the obtained new pixel value. Further components which are non-matched decreases to weight 'w' and the mean and standard deviation won’t change. This relied on learning component 'p' to state the instant alterations.
Thirdly, categorize the components are which portions of background model. To accomplish this task a threshold value is used as component weights 'w'.
Fourthly, we regulate the pixels of foreground. Here the recognized pixels as foreground will not be suitable with any other components that are firm to the background.

C. Methodology
The GMM is defined as a Combination of Gaussian distributions of K that analyze the alterations of state for equivalent pixels of frames. Hence algorithm established put on Gaussian mixtures to individual frame and alters images from colorful images to binary. The pixels which has no change in its state is represented by value 1 that is black color and the pixels which change their state is represented as value 0 that is white color. Hence, creating positions for motion objects of video is made possible.

Below shown a figure 2 that represents the pixels equivalent to road of the background image that doesn’t suffer changes in state, consequently the black color that is value 0 is represented and seems black in color as revealed in below figure 2.a. The pixels of image equivalent to cars experience radical state alteration, Hence the white color which is represented as value 1 is represented and cars seems as white in color which is shown in below figure 2.b

Figure 2.a
Figure 2.b

IV. MEAN SHIFT ALGORITHM
Fakunaga and Hostetter proposed an algorithm called as Mean-shift (MS) object-Tracking Approach. It is basically iterative expectation maximization – clustering algorithm executed within local search regions [10].
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In other words, it is a type of non-parametric clustering algorithm that does not need prior information of the number of clusters and also does not constrain the shape of the clusters. That is, the Mean-shift algorithm is a nonparametric density gradient estimator. The following steps are iterated in order to track the object by using the Mean-Shift algorithm: A. Select a search window size and the initial position of the search window. B. Estimate the mean position in the search window. C. Center the search window at the mean position estimated in Step B. D. Repeat Steps B and C until the mean position moves less than a preset threshold. That is, until convergence is achieved.

After the Mean-Shift Algorithm is executed on various videos it is concluded that when the target moves so fast that the target area in the two neighboring frame will not overlap, tracking object often converges to a wrong object. Because of this issue, traditional Mean-Shift Algorithm gets failed to track fast moving object. But there are some solutions like combining Kalman filter or particle filter with Mean-shift Algorithm. The center of convergence will become more accurate as at first it predicts the direction and speed of the object and then adjusting the search window center of the mean shift convergence. However, such methods are unsuited to be using in real time tracking systems as these require high CPU costing to estimate the moving object location. The kernel-based tracking algorithm, when incorporated with prior task-specific information, can gain adequate results. This enhanced model could profitably detect and track a human subject in arbitrary motion and in a situation where there is a certain alteration in radiance. It was constituted that a well built alteration in radiance induced the procedure to experience quite major deformation in the probability distribution image. Hence, the non-adaptive behavior of the mean shift algorithm may conduct to a wrong tracking conclusion.

**D. The kernel mask:**

The objects density estimates were weighted by a monotonically decreasing Epanechnikov kernel given by:

$$K_k(x) = \frac{1}{2} c_d^{-1}(d+2)(1 - \|x\|^2)$$

If $\|x\| < 1$ and 0 otherwise

(1)

Where $c_d$ is the volume of the unit d-dimensional sphere and x are the normalized pixel coordinates within the target, relative to the center (i.e. $\|x\|$ is a squared Euclidean distance of each pixel from the center of the target. Since we were dealing with a two dimensional image space, our kernel function was of the form:

The rational for using a kernel to assign smaller weights to pixels farther from the center is that those pixels are the least reliable, since they are the ones most affected by occlusion or interference from the background and noise. A kernel with Epanechnikov profile was essential for the derivation of the smooth similarity function between the distributions, since its derivative is constant; thus the kernel masking lead to a function suitable for gradient optimization, which gave us the direction of the target’s movement. The search for the matching target candidate in that case was restricted to a much smaller area and therefore much faster than the exhaustive search.
E. Distance minimization:

Based on the fact that the probability of classification error is directly related to the similarity of the two distributions, the choice of the similarity measure in was such that it was supposed to maximize the Bayes error arising from the comparison of target and candidate pdf’s. Being a closely related entity to the Bayes error, a Bhattacharyya coefficient was chosen and its maximum searched for to estimate the target localization.

Bhattacharyya coefficient of two statistical distributions is defined as:

$$\rho[p(y), q] = \int \sqrt{p(z)q(z)} \, dz$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

and in our case distributions $p_z$ and $q_z$ are the histograms of the target and the candidate, respectively.

F. Mean shift:

In order to find the best match of our target in the sequential frames, we needed to maximize the Bhattacharyya coefficient, which means that we needed to maximize the term

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i k\left(\frac{y - x_i}{h}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $h$ is the kernel’s smoothing parameter, or bandwidth, and $i$ is given by

$$\omega_i = \sum_{u=1}^{n} \frac{\hat{q}_u}{\hat{p}_u(\hat{y}_0)} \delta[b(x_i) - u]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

and $\delta$ is the Kronecker delta function, equal to 1 only at $u$ and 0 otherwise (i.e. only equal to 1 at the particular binu). The terms $u \hat{q}$ and $u \hat{p}$ are the values of the target and candidate histograms corresponding to pixel $x_i$ of the candidate object. This mapping of color values given by $u \hat{q}$ and $u \hat{p}$ can be visualized to demonstrate how the target object changes over time and what the corresponding distribution of weights is. The figures below show the gray scale images of some of these mappings, taken from the football sequence:

Note that the sum is actually a density estimate (i.e. a histogram) of the object centered at $y$ in the current frame, computed with a kernel profile $k(x)$ and weighted by $-i$. The maximum of this density in the local neighborhood (starting from the last known position of the target) gives us the most probable target position in the current frame, and it can be found by employing a mean shift procedure. During this procedure, the center of the target candidate is successively

$$\hat{y} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \omega_i g\left(\frac{\hat{y}_0 - x_i}{h}\right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i g\left(\frac{\hat{y}_0 - x_i}{h}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5a)

Where $0 \hat{y}$ is the current location of the candidate center and $g(x)$ is the derivative function. Since the derivative of the Epanechnikov kernel profile is constant, the above expression reduces to a weighted distance average.
\[
\hat{y} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \omega_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \omega_i} 
\]

The details of the mean-shift procedure are outlined. Here we will only refer to the implementation choices that we made and the results that we obtained.

V. Data Sets

Soccer Data set 1 and 2 are used in this paper. The Camera used is a stationary Camera for Soccer Data Set 1 and in the Data Set 2 the camera is a non stationary. The data set 2 taken in which the camera is moving only in horizontal motion. Sample frames are shown in the following figures. The players in the video are moving and some are stationary. There are full occlusions and partial occlusions among the players. In Data Set 1, there are 20 players in the video. The video is of 25 frames per second, the duration is 1 minute 58 seconds and the number of frames are 2939. In the Data Set 2, there are 15 players; the video is of 7 frames per second. The duration is of 8 seconds. The camera used for Data Set 1 is a stationary camera.

Figure 5: Sample frame from the data set 1 (Stationary Camera)

Figure 6: Sample frame from the data set 2 (Non-stationary Camera)
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to see the improvement of path detection in various algorithms namely, Mean Shift Algorithm and Gaussian Mixture Model, first the path has been detected. Figure 7 show that the template formed on the player in Dataset 1. Figure 8 show that the template formed on the player in Data set 2. For MSA algorithm ellipse template has been used and for GMM rectangle template has been used.

**Figure 7**: Template used in Data Set 1 for MSA Algorithm

**Figure 8**: Template used in Data Set 1 for GMM Algorithm

Figure 9 shows the template used in the Dataset 2 in MSA Algorithm. Figure 10 shows the template used in the Dataset 2 in GMM and also in GMM with Kalman Filter algorithms.

**Figure 9**: Template used in Data Set 2 for MSA Algorithm (Non Stationary Camera)
Figure 10: Template used in Data Set 2 for GMM Algorithm

Figure 11 and 12 shows the path formed in Data set 1 with MSA and GMM respectively. Since the data set 1 is formed using Stationary camera, the path shows is exactly the path of the player.

Figure 11: Path Detection in Stationary Camera (Data Set 1) using MSA Algorithm

Figure 12: Path Detection in Stationary Camera (Data Set 2) using GMM Algorithm

Figure 13 and 14 shows the path formed in Data set 2 with MSA and GMM respectively. Since the data set 1 is formed using Stationary camera, the path shows is not exactly the path of the player. Because the player of interest is stable and the camera is moving and as a consequence the player appears to be moving. This is called pseudo path detection.
In order to solve the problem of pseudo path detection in non stationary cameras, the pole in the Soccer video is taken as the reference and the difference is considered in solving the problem.

![Figure 13: Path Detection in Non stationary Camera (Data Set 2) using MSA Algorithm](image)

![Figure 14: Path Detection in Non stationary Camera (Data Set 2) using GMM Algorithm](image)

By using the new path detection technique, the exact movement of the player has been detected. Figure 15 and 16 shows the path detection using MSA and GMM. The Soccer pole shown in the frames has been taken as the reference and is shown in green dotted line. Because the distance between the pole and the player is considered in path detection, therefore the path shown is exact.

In this technique, the assumption made is that there is only a horizontal movement of camera.

![Figure 15: Path Detection in Non stationary Camera (Data Set 2) using MSA Algorithm with Path Detection Technique](image)
From the results we concluded that for non stationary cameras the new technique we introduced in this paper is best suited when the objects are not moving. The new technique has been verified on MSA and GMM. The three algorithms showed excellent path detection results when the objects are not moving. Both the stationary camera and non stationary camera datasets have been taken and both are soccer videos. Here we assumed that the camera is moving only in the horizontal direction. The future scope could be when the camera is moving in both the directions. Here we have used only the tracking of on object. We will work out multiple object tracking in the future.

VII. Conclusions

From the results we concluded that for non stationary cameras the new technique we introduced in this paper is best suited when the objects are not moving. The new technique has been verified on MSA and GMM. The three algorithms showed excellent path detection results when the objects are not moving. Both the stationary camera and non stationary camera datasets have been taken and both are soccer videos. Here we assumed that the camera is moving only in the horizontal direction. The future scope could be when the camera is moving in both the directions. Here we have used only the tracking of on object. We will work out multiple object tracking in the future.
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